


studies, develops, projects and produces

Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation

devices, since



Light in a broad sense can be divided in visible, infra-red and

ultraviolet rays.

Ultra-violet rays (invisible) can be classified in:

▪ UV - A (with tanning properties)

▪ UV - B (with therapeutic properties)

▪ UV – C (with germicidal properties)

What does mean ?UVGI



The germicidal effects of the UV-C radiation destroy DNA of Bacteria, Viruses,

Spores, Fungi, Moulds andMites avoiding their growth and proliferation.

UVGI technology is a physic disinfection method with a great costs/benefits
ratio, it’s ecological, and, unlike chemicals, it works against every
microorganisms without creating any resistance.

UV-C (short-wave) from 100 to 280 nm

The absorption of a UV photon 
by the DNA of microrganisms 
causes a destruction of a link in 
the DNA chain, and consequently 
the inhibition of DNA replication.



operates in different fields and turns 
Ultraviolet Technology into real 
Solutions, providing a Specific Device for 
every application needed.





What are most common ?HVAC issues

Air-conditioning systems, and especially the A.H.U. (Air handling unit), are the

perfect microcosm for the growth and distribution of microbial organisms,

pathogens, spores,moulds, etc.



Air recirculation, temperature fluctuations and

humidity allow microorganisms to combine

with each other in complex ways and settle all

over surfaces inside the AC system in the form

of an unpleasant biofilm.

This biofilm adheres particularly in between

the fins of heat exchangers (coils), it settles in

water collection tanks and clog the filters in the

ducts.

A biofilm less than .5 mm can reduce system

efficiency up to 40%.

What happens inside HVAC Systems  ?



Proliferation of BACTERIA, VIRUSES, PATHOGENS, SPORES MOULDS,  etc.

AC system inner surfaces are covered by an unpleasant BIOFILM

Coils and filters are CLOGGED and loose their efficiency 

Maintenance interventions with CHEMICAL are frequent and necessary 

What happens inside HVAC Systems  ?



HEALTH

ECOLOGY

COSTS

Benefits of using 

devices





What are 

?

devices

designed to improve

and comfort

Indoor Air Quality



Application Scheme



UV-STICK-SCR

Available in SS or Aluminum.

Ballast on-board.

Specific for Coils treatment, it avoids settling 
and proliferation of Biofilm on the surfaces.

Special mirror bright reflector to increase UVGI 
power.

UV-STICK-AL…SCR 
Aluminum

UV-STICK-NX…SCR 
Stainless  Steel



Mounting kit is provided to fit 
every AHU, UV-STICK-SCR is very
flexible and easy to apply, the 
serial connection of more than 
10 devices allows you to switch 
ON all the systems, through 1 
single power supply  cable.

Signals and alarms can be 
checked on a control board.
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We designed 6 different 
application layouts to fit 
all common AHU sizes. 

These solutions include 
also the mounting kit to 
install the devices on 
AHU walls; 

The 6 different kits have 
two options to link the 
systems to AHU’s walls:
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-V version = include only vertical frames (uprights). 
It is easier to apply; devices are linked inside the AHU only on AHUs’ floor and ceiling. 
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-H version = mounting kit include both horizontal and vertical links.
This solution provide less pieces, but the fixing phases could be more complicated, 
(especially in small AHUs); 



A 1

B 1 C 2

D 3

IRRADIATION MAP: this simple schema show you 
the distribution and intensity of UV-C rays toward 
the coil,  even though you can reach 99% of 
microbial load reduction within seconds/minutes, 
always remember that UV light has to be always 
turned ON while Air Conditioning System is 
working!  



INSTALLATION LAYOUT: it is possible to apply our systems also linking them directly on the coil surface,
in this way you can be sure that the distance between coil and UV-C lamp is fixed at 25 cm c.a.
(only for UV-STICK-NX-SCR)



EMISSION LEVEL

BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY

BI-PIN lamp

AERODYNAMIC REFLECTOR

MIRROR BRIGHT REFLECTOR

MAP-PATHOGEN-TIME ?

IP55 PROTECTION

UL CERTIFICATE

ready-to-plug 
SERIAL CONNECTORS

A.H.U. WALLS FIXTURE

A.H.U. COIL FIXTURE

IN-DUCT INSTALLATION
PARALLEL TO AIR FLOW

IN-DUCT INSTALLATION
PERPENDICULAR TO AIRFLOW



UV-DUCT-SQ

Square-grid device, it fits 
everywhere because its sizes are 
the same as common filters .

Signals and alarms 
can be checked on 
the control board, 
where ballast is also 
located.



UV-DUCT-SQ has been designed to 
adapt to different sizes and ducts 
sections, placing one device to cover 
the surface or matching more 
devices together side-by-side, one on 
the other (overlapping), in series, etc. 
using scroll-in “U”profile, like filters.





UV-STYLO-E

Installed inside the humidifier collection 
tanks submerging the device (up to 10 m) 
or under water splashes.

Triangular frame in stainless steel AISI 
304 in which is housed a UV-C lamp 
protected by a pure quartz sleeve.

Signals and alarms 
can be checked on 
the control board, 
where ballast is also 
located.



Water sprayed inside AC 
system spreads airborne 
diseases inside buildings, 
through infectious 
particles breathable in air, 
some of them are very 
dangerous and lethal, 
such as Legionella 
Pneumophila and TBC.



UV-RACK

Designed for in-duct air 
treatment, it may be applied 
inside final AHU portion to 
sanitize surfaces, too.

Adjustable feet to fit duct sizes

Ballast on-board.

.



UV-RACK has been designed to 
adapt to different sizes and 
ducts sections, it is very 
compact, and its installation 
requires just a few simple 
steps: insert the lamps within 
the air duct through a cut and 
screw UV-RACK case on the 
external channel wall, and 
you’re done!



UV-DUCT-FL

Designed for in-duct air 
treatment, it can be applied 
inside final AHU portion to 
sanitize surfaces, too.

Fits in small spaces, even for 
retrofit applications.

Ballast on-board.



Its installation requires just a few 
simple steps: insert the lamps within 
the air duct through two holes and 
screw UV-DUCT-FL flange on the 
external channel wall, and you’re 
done!



UV-STYLO-X

UV-STYLO-X serie includes a choice
of different models designed for the
application in very narrow spaces.
The device consists of an hexagolan
flange in stainless steel AISI 304 in
which is housed a UV-C lamp
protected by a pure quartz sleeve.



UV-STYLO-X can be installed in tiny spaces, just 
making a hole directly on the wall where you 
want to apply the UV-C irradiation, as for 
example on the side of a duct . Then you need 
to insert the unit through the hole made and 
screw the AISI 304 stainless steel flange with 
three screws. 360° irradiation accomplished!



Certificates
Best Practice Compliance 



Certificates



University Tests - Air Treatment 



University Tests - Microbial Load Reduction
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